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I could go on, but considering that six years of Labor Government has produced this kind of
flrst class result. it comes as no surprise to me that Labor holds all of the nonhem seats.
I am proud to be pan of this excellent Government and I am looking fotward to playing my
pan over the next four years and longer because I know that the Pilbara will continue to grow
and prosper under this Government. lt is the only Government that has the policy mix right
and the people with a real and lasting comntitment to the north.
[Applause.]
MR CATANIA (Balcana) [I 1.3S am]: First of all, I thank the electors ofBalcatta who have
entrusted me with the very significant responsibility of representing them in this Legislative
Assembly. My task is to represent all of my electors and not merely any particular segment
or the 58 percent of the electorate that voted for me.
The electorate of Balcatta comprises the suburbs of Balcatta, parts of Balga and Carine. East
Hamersley, Gwelup and Stirling. It is a compact area with great contrasts in the social and
economic status of the inhabitants from one suburb to another. Not long ago the area
consisted mainly of market gardens run primarily by Yugoslavs and Italians. That
contributed greatly to the high ethnic content of the area and. today, approximately 36 percent
of the population is of ethnic extraction with the major groups, Italians, Yugoslavs,
Macedonians and recently Asians, all establishing large and very flne clubs and associations
in the Balcana electorate.
It is significant. therefore, that a person of ethnic background was given the oppom.mity to
represent the area in the Western Australian Parliament. It is also significanl because it has
been caring Labor Govenunents that have encouraged and promoted people like me with
ethnic backgrounds to partake in aU levels and facets of Australian life. The establishment of
the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commissions by Labor Governments around Australia
was undertaken to provide access to Government services and equity for all people no matter
what race , religion or colour these Australian residents may be.
Of course. I am hal ian born, arriving here with my mother at the tender age of four years to
join my father who had migrated to Australia two years earlier seeking a better future for his
family. My presence in this Legislative Assembly attests to the wisdom of his decision. I am
very proud of my heritage and culrural background and thank this country for giving me the
opportunity to obtain an education and to establish and successfully conduct a business here.
I believe I am the first Italian born member of this Assembly. That is a great honour as there
are apprm,imately 120 000 people of Italian origin or descent living in misState. They and
their predecessors have made a great contribution to this State and my presence in this
Assembly will provide them and other ethnic Australians with funher encouragement and be
an example to the fact that they are not only welcome here but that they are also able to
contribute at every level of our great and vast developing State.
Various significant developments are due to take place in Balcatta over the next two to three
years which will impact strongly on the environment, lifestyle and population of the area.
The removal of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation towers in East Hamersley. the
development of the Gwelup area and the continuance of the Nonh Perimeter Highway
through the electorate are all significant issues which should proceed with sympathetic regard
to the effect on the lifestyles of present and future residents of the Balcatta electorate.
Six former members of this Assembly have represented rhe electorate of Balcatta. I am more
familiar with the last tlueet namely the late Hon Herbert Graham who represented Balcana
from 1962 to l973, fonner Deputy Premier Brian Buike who represented it from 1973 to
1974, and my predecessor. a former Attorney General, Ron Bertram, who reptesented the
electorate from 1983 to 1988. Clearly they have all made their mark in this Parliament and
elsewhere and have been rewarded by the suppon of their electors over many years. In due
course. it is my intention to hand over the electorate of Balcatta to my successor in even
better shape than it was when 1won it.
It has been said that Australian Labor Govenunents have lost touch with their traditional
supponers. I do not accept that. The AuStralian Labor Party is talented, diverse, experienced
and big enough to know where its traditional support resides. However. it is also brave and
responsible enough to recognise that in tough economic times tough decisions must be made
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and that those tough decisions often impact most upon its own supporters and those who are
least able to bear them.
The ·premier has made it very clear that this Government will work to give "the little
people" - the senior citizens, youth and the sick - a bener deal during rhe next four years and
thereby balance, so to speak. the good fortune of all the people of this State.
11le recent Federal and State elections have shown that the Liberal Pany ' s vague , generalised
and high S<lunding policies lack specific achievable undertakings or objectives and no longer
satisfy a discerning electorate. In our young State and in a fast changing world it is obviously
difficult to justjfy entrusting conservatives with government - with Opposition, yes, but not
with government. Clearly, government must keep pace with the world and with change if it
is to be efficient. Its administration and law making must not be forever dragging behind as,
for example, is so sadly the case with the Australian Constitution.

We hear a gteat deal about law and order, as well we may, since crime is increasing. No-one
questions the need for a numerically strong and effjcienr Police Force, bur I pur it to members
that that is only pan of the solution. We have always had a tendency to blame Governments
for everything that goes wrong. It may not be the most popular proposition or theme, but
crime is substantially a product of the family and social envirorunem. As a result, it places a
responsibility on every member of our society. not just on those members who make up the
Parliament of Western Australia.
The lopsided emphasis which society places on our youth, the environment in which we rear
them. and the adverse impact of the media places unfair pressures on our youth and. in many

cases, those pressures are more than they can cope with.
Too often we see companies, organisations and people using their positions of power,
advantage. wealth and experience to lawfully. though immorally, exploit their fellow We stem
Australians in our adversarial sociecy.
Greater opportunity and encouragemenr must be given to parents and the community in order
that children can be raised to be good citizens. They should not be obliged to do so in an
inhospitable and antisocial environmenr. While governments have a role to play the
individuals in our community must ulti.malely do the right thing because laws cannot be ntade
which will make citizens do the right thing by one another, if they are disciplined to do so.
Every day provides proof of that fact.
It is quite una~ceptable to me that those people who are often known as "the workers". the
producers of our nation's wealth, should have their wages flXed while so many others carry
on, on a business as usual basis, riding on the inflation spirals. The latter people to which I
have referred in many cases receive a high income, but they have the gall to insist that
workers should either not receive a pay increase or justify a pay increase because of increased
productivity. Furthermore, when workers are granted an increase in pay the system allows
that increase to be absorbed, particularly with immediate price increases, with shrinkage in
the size and quality of goods sold and a decrease in the quality of services rendered. Is this
really fair? Is it Australian? Quite obviously it is not. It is lopsided and reflects no credit on
our society because it unfairly pits Australian against Australian and one section of the
conununity is permanently in front of inflation and the other is pursuing inflation.
In this day of the computer and high technology, I trust that ways and means will be found to
more equitably distribute the wealth of our country while not pricing it out of the world
markets or boosting inflation to an unacceptable level and adversely affecting this country's
balance of payments.
One very significant young and exciting industry will help our country and Srate in the area
of the distribution of wealth and the creation of new opponunities and I refer to the tourist
industry. One million years of natural wonder should be used for the betterment of all
Western Australians. With the proper environmental protection buffers in place we can
develop an industry that can generate enonnous wealth and jobs and will ease the pressure on
Australia's balance of payments. This State comprises physical features and vegetation that
people outside Austtalia only dream of seeing. We must exploit their desires and dreams and
take a larger share of the global and domestic tourist dollar. Western Austtalia must suongly
promote intrastate and interstate visitors; it must encourage people from the north to visit the
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south and vice versa; it must attract inte~tate visitors, as domestic travel keeps the dollar
circulating within Australia.
l .will be urging my colleagues on this side of the House to continue to include the resources
available to promote Westem Australia as a tourist destination. [t has been proved in many
instances that a million dollars spent in the iron ore industry. for example, will create one job
and that the equivalent amowtt spent in the tourist industry will create 20 jobs.
Raising the standard of our present facilities and increasing variety of facilities to
complement Western Australia's natural resources should be a priority of this Government.
Promoting the development of tourist resorts like that established at Broome and like those
proposed for Geraldton and Bookara is crucial to this State's economy. We must take
advanta,ge of this State•s natural charm and hassle free lifestyle.
Training our population to accept visitors and to welcome them rather than viewing their
inquisitiveness as an interference and encroachment on our lifestyle is a challenge we should
confron:1 as soon as possible. 1be Govemment' s fU'St task in this area should be to establish
training facilities to instruct and educate our front liners - taxi drivers - bus drivers - hotel
reception staff, customs officials and transport terminal staff in the skills of m.ak.ing our
visitors welcome so that when they return home they will be ambassadors to our wonderful
State and country.
finally, but most importantly, 1 record my appreciation of the support and encouragement
given to me, by my wife, Rita, my three children, my parents, my brother Tony and other
members of my family. my dear friends, colleagues and helpers, especially Hon Sam
Piantadosi and my predecessor, Mr Ron Bertram. whose effons made it possible for me to
embark on a parliamentary career.
{Applause.]
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Pearce (leader of the House).
STANDING ORDERS - SUSPENSION

Wheat - Deregulation
MR HOUSE (Stirling) [11.48 am]: I move, without noticeThat so much of the Standing Orders be suspended as would enable the consideration
of a motion relating to wheat marketing, without notice and before the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply.

The SPEAKER: In order to be successful this motion will need an absolute majority of the
House. If when putting the motion there is a dissentient voice. I will have to divide the
House and, in addition, I will have to count the House to ensure an absolute majority is
present. The question is that the motion be agreed to.
MR PEARCE (Annadale - Leader of the House) [11.49 am]: The Government is prepared
to accept the request for the suspension of Standing Orders, although it is a little unusualbecause the Address-in-Reply debate is still in train. However, I accept that the matter
sought t o be debated by the National Party is one of panicular moment in the Western
Australian community and it deserves ro be dealt with in this way. It would, of course. be
better to deal with it by way of an amendment to the Address-in-Reply debate, but I
understand the desire of the National Patty to obtain a decision of the Parliament by voting on
a motion rather than an amendment. Therefore, lhe Government is prepared to accommodaJe
the National Party under lhose circumstances.
All members know lhat Parliament is due to rise at six o•clock this evening. I said at the
beginning of the week, when speaking on this ma.ttet, that there was time for every member
who wished to speak on the Address· in-Reply debate to do so. The· House will rise at six
o'clock this afternoon and I hope the Address-in-Reply will be adopted by then. If
Opposition panies wish to move motions or amendments to the Address- in-Reply. they
c31Ul0t then complain if individual members do not have an opportwlity to speak on the
Address-in-Reply debate. The Government is prepared to accommodate business in
whatever way members wish to proceed, but members must accept the consequences.
MR COURT (Nedlands ·Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [11 .51 am]: The Liberal Pany
will support this motion because it is proper for parties to have the opportunity to raise this

